
AstronomijaAstronomija  kratka povijest problematikekratka povijest problematike



PodruPodruččje interesaje interesa



 

PlanetPlanetii


 

SSununččevev
 

sustavsustav


 

ZvijezdeZvijezde


 

Međuzvjezdani prostorMeđuzvjezdani prostor


 

GalGalaksijeaksije


 

Aktivne Aktivne galaktigalaktiččkeke
 

jezgre (jezgre (AGNAGN))


 

KvazariKvazari
 

(eng. (eng. quasarquasar
 

--
 

quasiquasi--stellarstellar
 

radio radio sourcesource) ) 


 

KlasteriKlasteri
 

galaksijagalaksija


 

PulsariPulsari
 

((brzorotirajubrzorotirajuććee
 

neutronske zvijezde)neutronske zvijezde)


 

SvemirSvemir



SunSunččev sustavev sustav

 Fizika Fizika SSuncaunca
 SolaSolarnirni

 
vjetarvjetar

 PlanetPlaneti i 
 Njihovi satelitiNjihovi sateliti
 AsteroidAsteroidii
 NEOsNEOs

 
(eng. (eng. NearNear

 earteart
 

objectsobjects))
 PojasiPojasi
 InterplanetInterplanetarnaarna

 prapraššinaina



ZvijezdeZvijezde



 
promjenjive zvijezdepromjenjive zvijezde



 
dvojne zvijezdedvojne zvijezde



 
patuljci, divovipatuljci, divovi



 
SupernoveSupernove



 
kompaktni objektikompaktni objekti

 ((crne rupecrne rupe, , bijeli bijeli 
patuljcipatuljci, , neutroneutronskenske

 zvijezdezvijezde))



Međuzvjezdani prostorMeđuzvjezdani prostor

Nastanak zvijezdaNastanak zvijezda
AstroAstro--kemijakemija
Struktura i razvoj Struktura i razvoj 

zvijezdazvijezda
Nuklearna Nuklearna 

astrofizikaastrofizika



GalaksijeGalaksije

Nastanak i Nastanak i 
formiranjeformiranje

StruStrukturaktura
NaseljenostNaseljenost
DDinamikainamika



AGN (Aktivne AGN (Aktivne galaktigalaktiččkeke  jezgre) jezgre) 
KvazariKvazari

nastanaknastanak
klasifikacijaklasifikacija
gorivogorivo
evolucijaevolucija
gustogustoććaa



KlasteriKlasteri

Nastanak i Nastanak i 
razvojrazvoj

StruStrukturaktura
Tamna tvarTamna tvar
Gravitacijske Gravitacijske 

leleććee



SvemirSvemir

Starost i veliStarost i veliččinaina
Nastanak i razvojNastanak i razvoj
Tamna materija , Tamna materija , 

stringovistringovi, egzoti, egzotiččne ne 
ččesticeestice

TopoloTopologijagija
 

((oblikoblik))



Znanstveni elementi u astronomijiZnanstveni elementi u astronomiji


 
PromatranjePromatranje
••

 
Zemaljsko Zemaljsko ((optioptiččkoko, , 
infrainfracrvenocrveno, radio), radio)

••
 

VanplanetarnoVanplanetarno
 ((sateliti i satelitske sateliti i satelitske 

platformeplatforme; UV, x; UV, x--ray)ray)



 
RaRaččunanjeunanje
••

 
AnalAnaliza podatakaiza podataka

••
 

KKompleompleksniksni
 

problemproblemii
••

 
NumeriNumeriččkeke

 
simulasimulacijecije



 
AnalAnalizaiza
••

 
objeobjektivnostktivnost

••
 

asimilasimiliranjeiranje
 

formi i formi i 
podatakapodataka

••
 

linearlinearnono
 

& & nenelinearlinearnono
 razmirazmiššljanjeljanje



 
PisanjePisanje
••

 
publikacijapublikacija

••
 

prprijedlogaijedloga
••

 
preprezentacijazentacija



ZapoZapoššljavanjeljavanje (danas)(danas)



ŠŠto astronomi to astronomi nene  raderade



 
PiPiššu horoskopeu horoskope



 
Imaju vezu s vanzemaljskim Imaju vezu s vanzemaljskim 
civilizacijamacivilizacijama



 
Memoriraju konstelacijeMemoriraju konstelacije



 
Cijelo vrijeme gledaju kroz teleskopCijelo vrijeme gledaju kroz teleskop



RadioastronomijaRadioastronomija

KozmiKozmiččko zrako zraččenje 3Kenje 3K



Elektromagnetski valoviElektromagnetski valovi



E=hE=h  c=c=

Duži valovi
Niža energija
Niža frekvencija

Kraćo
 

valovi
Veća energija
Viša frekvencija



Elektromagnetski Elektromagnetski 
spektarspektar



Elektromagnetski prozor kroz Elektromagnetski prozor kroz 
atmosferu!atmosferu!



Izvori elektromagnetskog zraIzvori elektromagnetskog zraččenjaenja



 
TermalniTermalni
••

 
ZraZraččenje crnog enje crnog 
tijelatijela

••
 

Kontinuirana Kontinuirana 
emisija ioniziranog emisija ioniziranog 
plina (plazma)plina (plazma)

••
 

Emisija spektralnog Emisija spektralnog 
zrazraččenja atoma i enja atoma i 
molekulamolekula



 
NetermalniNetermalni
••

 
SinkrotronskoSinkrotronsko

 zrazraččenjeenje
••

 
MASERSMASERS



PlankovPlankov  zakonzakon
u(ν,T) = 4I(ν,T) / c



ZraZraččenje crnog tijela enje crnog tijela --  SjajSjaj

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a2/Wiens_law.svg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/PlanckianLocus.png


Sjaj elektromagnetskog zraSjaj elektromagnetskog zraččenja razlienja različčitih valnih duitih valnih dužžina za ina za 
crno tijelo na razlicrno tijelo na različčitim temperaturamaitim temperaturama



MASERMASER





SinkrotronskoSinkrotronsko  zrazraččenjeenje

PolarizaPolarizacojskacojska
 

svojstvasvojstva
 

EM zraEM zraččenja daju enja daju 
informacije o geometriji magnetskog poljainformacije o geometriji magnetskog polja



SinkrotronskoSinkrotronsko  zrazraččenjeenje





Zakon obrnutog kvadrata !Zakon obrnutog kvadrata !



ZabludaZabluda

Radio program koji se ne sluša!





Radio Radio TeleskopiTeleskopi

Dvije izvedbeDvije izvedbe::

Polje radio antena

Green Bank Telescope, WV Very Large Array, NM

Radio antena







 
1980 1980 godinegodine



 
DvadestDvadest

 
sedamsedam

 2525--mmetarskihetarskih
 rekonfigurabilnihrekonfigurabilnih

 antenantena;a;
 

Socorro, Socorro, 
NM NM 



 
ViVišše publikacija e publikacija 
od bilo kojeg od bilo kojeg 
teleskopa na teleskopa na 
svijetusvijetu

The Very Large ArrayThe Very Large Array (VLA)(VLA)





Very Long Baseline ArrayVery Long Baseline Array (VLBA) (VLBA) 



 
1993 1993 godinegodine



 
OOperiraneperirane

 
ozoz

 SocorroSocorro--aa


 
DesetDeset

 
2525--m m 

antennas antennas 
diljemdiljem

 
SADSAD, , 

KKanadanadee, P.R., P.R.


 
NajviNajvišša a 
rezolucijarezolucija



PoPoččecieci
 eksperiment eksperiment JanskogJanskog

Promatra nemodulirani

 
doprinos RF 

(static)
Postepeno s mijenja intenzitet s 
periodom od gotovo 24h
Sunce izvor?
maksimum 4 minute rani svaki dan
Izvor izvan Sunčeva sustava
Izvor u Mlječnoj

 
stazi!

1933 objavljuje rezultate

Karl

 
G. Jansky

 
(1905-1950)



ReberovReberov  tip tip radioteleskoparadioteleskopa
Despite the implications of Jansky’s 
work, both on the design of radio 
receivers, as well as for radio astronomy, 
no one paid much attention at first. 
Then, in 1937, Grote Reber, another 
radio engineer, picked up on Jansky’s 
discoveries and built the prototype for 
the modern radio telescope in his back 
yard in Wheaton, Illinois. 

He started out looking for radiation at 
shorter wavelengths, thinking these 
wavelengths would be stronger and 
easier to detect. He didn’t have much 
luck, however, and ended up modifying 
his antenna to detect radiation at a 
wavelength of 1.87 meters (about the 
height of a human), where he found 
strong emissions along the plane of the 
Milky Way.



Reconfigurable Arrays: Zoom Lens Effect Reconfigurable Arrays: Zoom Lens Effect 



 

ViVišše e 
detektora detektora ––

 bolja bolja 
rezolucijarezolucija

VLAVLBA



Radio Telescopes: SensitivityRadio Telescopes: Sensitivity

••
 

VLA BVLA B--array: Total array: Total 
telescope telescope 
collecting area is collecting area is 
only 0.02% of only 0.02% of 
land arealand area



 
More spreadMore spread--out out 
arrays can only arrays can only 
image very image very 
bright, compact bright, compact 
sourcessources

•
 

Sensitivity (how faint of a thing you can “see”) 
depends on how much of the area of the 
telescope/array is actually collecting data



Green Bank Telescope, WV

Parabolic DishParabolic Dish



 
Aluminum Aluminum 
reflecting reflecting 
surface surface 



 
Focuses Focuses 
incoming waves incoming waves 
to prime focus to prime focus 
or subor sub--reflectorreflector

Sub-reflector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The larger the telescope, the better we can “see.”  NRAO operates the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope in Green Bank, West Virginia.  It was dedicated on August 25, 2000 and is 100 by 110 meters in diameter. It is the largest moving structure on earth.



SubSub--reflectorreflector

Feed 
Pedestal

Sub-
 reflector

•
 

Re-directs incoming 
waves to Feed 
Pedestal

•
 

Can be rotated to 
redirect radiation to 
a number of 
different receivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a view of the subreflector and the feed mount below it.  The subreflector is asymmetric, which allows it to focus the waves very accurately into one of the apertures below.




1.5GHz     20cm
2.3GHz     13cm
4.8GHz       6cm
8.4GHz       4cm
14GHz       2cm
23GHz    1.3cm
43GHz      7mm
86GHz      3mm

327MHz     90cm
610MHz     50cm

Feed PedestalFeed Pedestal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The VLBA antennas have the capability of observing at any of ten different frequencies.  The size of the aperture corresponds to the wavelength.  What you see here are the apertures on the feedmount in the middle of the dish.  There are eight apertures with their corresponding frequencies and wavelengths (one of the apertures shown is not used).  (Click) The 90 and 50 cm feeds are a dipole located just below the subreflector surface.



Antenna Feed and Antenna Feed and 
ReceiversReceivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the wave passes through the aperture cover, it goes into a feed horn that is below the aperture, in the vertex room.  This is the 21 cm feedhorn. (Click)
Radio waves from space are very faint, so faint in fact, the electrons in our receivers make too much “noise” for us to detect the radio waves.  So our receivers must be cooled to quiet the system electrons.  We use helium to cool the system to about 15 degrees Kelvin.
Once the signal is detected, it is amplified and changed to an intermediate frequency.



Benefits of Observing in the Benefits of Observing in the 
RadioRadio



 
Track physical processes with no Track physical processes with no 
signature at other wavelengthssignature at other wavelengths



 
Radio waves can travel through dusty Radio waves can travel through dusty 
regions regions 



 
Can provide information on magnetic Can provide information on magnetic 
field strength and orientationfield strength and orientation



 
Can provide information on lineCan provide information on line--ofof--sight sight 
velocitiesvelocities



 
Daytime observing (for cmDaytime observing (for cm--scale scale 
wavelengths anyway)wavelengths anyway)



Primary Astrophysical Processes Primary Astrophysical Processes 
Emitting Radio RadiationEmitting Radio Radiation



 
Synchrotron RadiationSynchrotron Radiation
••

 
Charged particles moving along magnetic Charged particles moving along magnetic 
field linesfield lines



 
Thermal emission Thermal emission 
••

 
Cool bodiesCool bodies

••
 

Charged particles in a plasma moving Charged particles in a plasma moving 
aroundaround



 
Spectral Line emissionSpectral Line emission
••

 
Discrete transitions in atoms and molecules Discrete transitions in atoms and molecules 

When charged particles change direction, they emit radiation



Thermal EmissionThermal Emission


 
Emission from Emission from 
warm bodieswarm bodies
••

 
““BlackbodyBlackbody””

 radiation radiation 
••

 
Bodies with Bodies with 
temperatures of ~ temperatures of ~ 
33--30 K emit in the 30 K emit in the 
mm & mm & submmsubmm

 bandsbands



 
Emission from Emission from 
accelerating accelerating 
charged particlescharged particles
••

 
““BremsstrahlungBremsstrahlung””

 
or or 

freefree--free emission free emission 



Nobelova nagrada za otkriNobelova nagrada za otkrićće e 
kozmikozmiččkog mikrovalnog kog mikrovalnog 
pozadinskog zrapozadinskog zraččenjaenja

Arno Allan Penzias Robert Woodrow Wilson



The The NobelNobel PrizePrize in in PhysicsPhysics 19931993



 
forfor

 
the the discoverydiscovery

 
of a new of a new typetype

 
of of 

pulsarpulsar, a , a discoverydiscovery
 

thatthat
 

hashas
 

openedopened
 up new up new possibilitiespossibilities

 
forfor

 
the the studystudy

 
of of 

gravitationgravitation" " 

Russell A. Hulse Joseph H. Taylor Jr



Emits photon with a 
wavelength of 21 cm 
(frequency of 1.42 
GHz)

Spectral Line emission: hyperfine Spectral Line emission: hyperfine 
transition of neutral Hydrogentransition of neutral Hydrogen

Transition probability=3x10-15

 

s-1

 

= once in 11 Myr

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you look out from the solar system, you see some rather peculiar stuff.  Here’s an interesting picture that was made of the sky over Green Bank, West Virginia.

The first thing you’ll notice is that there are a number of telescopes on the ground.  My question is, what are those things that you see in the sky?

They sure look like stars that you see in the evening sky (with a few other blotches thrown in for good measure).  But what you’re actually seeing are radio sources.  Every dot, smudge, and bubble in the sky is actually something that emits radio waves.  Some are galaxies, some are clouds of dust and gas, others are even stranger things.  But, this is what your sky would look like if your eyes could see radio waves.

What that should be telling you is that there are more things in the Universe than can be seen with the eye, or even with the biggest optical telescopes.





Spectral Line emission: Spectral Line emission: 
molecular rotational and molecular rotational and 

vibrationalvibrational  modesmodes


 

Commonly observed Commonly observed 
molecules in space:molecules in space:
••

 
Carbon Monoxide (CO)Carbon Monoxide (CO)

••
 

Water (HWater (H
 

22

 

O), OH, HCN, O), OH, HCN, 
HCOHCO++, CS, CS

••
 

Ammonia (NHAmmonia (NH
 

33

 

), ), 
Formaldehyde (HFormaldehyde (H

 
22

 

CO)CO)



 

Less common Less common 
molecules:molecules:
••

 
Sugar, Alcohol, Antifreeze Sugar, Alcohol, Antifreeze 
(Ethylene Glycol), (Ethylene Glycol), ……

malondialdyde

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you look out from the solar system, you see some rather peculiar stuff.  Here’s an interesting picture that was made of the sky over Green Bank, West Virginia.

The first thing you’ll notice is that there are a number of telescopes on the ground.  My question is, what are those things that you see in the sky?

They sure look like stars that you see in the evening sky (with a few other blotches thrown in for good measure).  But what you’re actually seeing are radio sources.  Every dot, smudge, and bubble in the sky is actually something that emits radio waves.  Some are galaxies, some are clouds of dust and gas, others are even stranger things.  But, this is what your sky would look like if your eyes could see radio waves.

What that should be telling you is that there are more things in the Universe than can be seen with the eye, or even with the biggest optical telescopes.





Spectral Line Doppler effectSpectral Line Doppler effect



 

Spectral lines have fixed and Spectral lines have fixed and 
very well determined very well determined 
frequenciesfrequencies



 

The frequency of a source will The frequency of a source will 
changed when it moves changed when it moves 
towards or away from youtowards or away from you

•
 

Comparing observed frequency to 
known frequency tells you the 
velocity of the source towards or 
away from you

Sees original wavelength

Sees 
shorter 
wavelength

Sees longer 
wavelength



Special example of Spectral Special example of Spectral 
Line observation:Line observation:

 Doppler Radar ImagingDoppler Radar Imaging

Transmit radio wave with 
well defined frequency…

..observe same 
frequency

…bounce 
off object…

NASA’s Goldstone Solar System Radar Very Large Array



Brief Tour of the Radio UniverseBrief Tour of the Radio Universe



 
Solar SystemSolar System
••

 
Sun, Planets, AsteroidsSun, Planets, Asteroids



 
Galactic objectsGalactic objects
••

 
Dark clouds, protoDark clouds, proto--stellar disks, supernova stellar disks, supernova 
remnants, remnants, 



 
GalaxiesGalaxies
••

 
Magnetic fields, neutral hydrogenMagnetic fields, neutral hydrogen



 
Radio Jets Radio Jets 



 
The UniverseThe Universe



K-band  23 
GHz

Ka-band   33 GHzQ-band   41 GHzV-band  61 GHzW-band  94 GHz

Shepherding in the era of “Precision Cosmology”

Background=3 K 
blackbody radiation

Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 
(WMAP)(WMAP) map.gsfc.nasa.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you look out from the solar system, you see some rather peculiar stuff.  Here’s an interesting picture that was made of the sky over Green Bank, West Virginia.

The first thing you’ll notice is that there are a number of telescopes on the ground.  My question is, what are those things that you see in the sky?

They sure look like stars that you see in the evening sky (with a few other blotches thrown in for good measure).  But what you’re actually seeing are radio sources.  Every dot, smudge, and bubble in the sky is actually something that emits radio waves.  Some are galaxies, some are clouds of dust and gas, others are even stranger things.  But, this is what your sky would look like if your eyes could see radio waves.

What that should be telling you is that there are more things in the Universe than can be seen with the eye, or even with the biggest optical telescopes.





Radio pregled Radio pregled MljeMlječčnene  stazestaze



(a) radio 
(b) infrared, 
(c) visible
(d) X-ray
Each

 

illustration

 

shows

 

the Milky

 

Way
stretching

 

horizontally

 

across

 

the picture.



PulsarPulsar



 

PulsarsPulsars are are highlyhighly
 

magnetizedmagnetized, , rotatingrotating
 

neutron
 

stars
 

thatthat
 

emitemit
 

a a 
beambeam

 
of of electromagnetic

 
radiation. The . The observedobserved

 
periodsperiods

 
of of theirtheir

 pulsespulses
 

rangerange
 

fromfrom
 

1.4 1.4 millisecondsmilliseconds
 

to 8.5 to 8.5 secondsseconds. . TheThe
 

radiationradiation
 cancan

 
onlyonly

 
bebe

 
observedobserved

 
whenwhen

 
the the beambeam

 
of of emissionemission

 
is is pointingpointing

 towardstowards
 

the the EarthEarth. . ThisThis
 

is is calledcalled
 

the the lighthouselighthouse
 

effecteffect
 

and and givesgives
 rise to the rise to the pulsedpulsed

 
nature nature thatthat

 
givesgives

 
pulsarspulsars

 
theirtheir

 
namename. . BecauseBecause

 neutron neutron starsstars
 

are are veryvery
 

densedense
 

objectsobjects, the , the rotationrotation
 

period and period and thusthus
 the interval the interval betweenbetween

 
observedobserved

 
pulsespulses

 
are are veryvery

 
regularregular. . ForFor

 
some some 

pulsarspulsars, the , the regularityregularity
 

of of pulsationpulsation
 

is as is as preciseprecise
 

as an as an atomic
 

clock..


 

PulsarsPulsars
 

are are knownknown
 

to to havehave
 

planetsplanets
 

orbitingorbiting
 

themthem, as in the , as in the casecase
 

of of 
PSR B1257+12. . WernerWerner

 
BeckerBecker

 
of the of the Max-Planck-Institut für

 extraterrestrische
 

Physik
 

saidsaid
 

in 2006, "The in 2006, "The theorytheory
 

of how of how pulsarspulsars
 emitemit

 
theirtheir

 
radiationradiation

 
is is stillstill

 
in in itsits

 
infancyinfancy, , eveneven

 
afterafter

 
nearlynearly

 
fortyforty

 yearsyears
 

of of workwork."."

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutron_star
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_clock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PSR_B1257%2B12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck_Institute_for_Extraterrestrial_Physics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Planck_Institute_for_Extraterrestrial_Physics
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3e/Pulsar_schematic.svg


KvazarKvazar



 

A A QuasiQuasi--stellarstellar radio radio sourcesource ((QuasarQuasar) is a ) is a powerfullypowerfully
 

energeticenergetic
 and and distantdistant

 
galaxy

 
with

 
an active

 
galactic

 
nucleus. . QuasarsQuasars

 
werewere

 firstfirst
 

identifiedidentified
 

as as beingbeing
 

highhigh
 

redshift
 

sources
 

of electromagnetic
 energy, including

 
radio waves

 
and visible

 
light, that

 
were

 
point-

 like, similar
 

to stars, rather
 

than
 

extended
 

sources
 

similar
 

to 
galaxies.



 

WhileWhile
 

therethere
 

waswas
 

initiallyinitially
 

some some controversycontroversy
 

overover
 

the nature of the nature of thesethese
 objectsobjects

 
——

 
as as recentlyrecently

 
as the 1980s, as the 1980s, therethere

 
waswas

 
no no clearclear

 
consensusconsensus

 as to as to theirtheir
 

nature nature ——
 

therethere
 

is is nownow
 

a a scientific
 

consensus
 

that
 

a 
quasar

 
is a compact

 
region

 
10-10,000 Schwarzschild

 
radii

 
across

 surrounding
 

the central
 

supermassive
 

black
 

hole
 

of a galaxy, 
powered

 
by

 
its

 
accretion

 
disc.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accretion_disc
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/Black_hole_quasar_NASA.jpg


Maser Historical
 

background


 

In 1965 an In 1965 an unexpectedunexpected

 

discoverydiscovery

 

waswas

 

mademade

 

byby

 

WeaverWeaver

 

et al.et al. --

 

emissionemission

 
lineslines

 

in in spacespace

 

of of unknownunknown

 

originorigin

 

at a at a frequencyfrequency

 

of 1665 of 1665 MHzMHz. At . At thisthis

 

time time 
manymany

 

peoplepeople

 

stillstill

 

thoughtthought

 

thatthat

 

moleculesmolecules

 

couldcould

 

notnot

 

existexist

 

in in spacespace, so the , so the 
emissionemission

 

waswas

 

at at firstfirst

 

put put downdown

 

to an to an interstellarinterstellar

 

speciesspecies

 

namednamed

 

MysteriumMysterium, , 
but the but the emissionemission

 

waswas

 

soonsoon

 

identifiedidentified

 

as as lineline

 

emissionemission

 

fromfrom

 

OH OH moleculesmolecules

 
in in compactcompact

 

sourcessources

 

withinwithin

 

molecularmolecular

 

cloudsclouds. More . More discoveriesdiscoveries

 

followedfollowed, , 
withwith

 

H2O H2O emissionemission

 

in 1969, CH3OH in 1969, CH3OH emissionemission

 

in 1970 and SiO in 1970 and SiO emissionemission

 

in in 
19741974[7][7], all , all comingcoming

 

fromfrom

 

withinwithin

 

molecularmolecular

 

cloudsclouds. . TheseThese

 

werewere

 

termedtermed

 
""masersmasers", as ", as fromfrom

 

theirtheir

 

narrownarrow

 

lineline--widthswidths

 

and and highhigh

 

effectiveeffective

 
temperaturestemperatures

 

itit

 

becamebecame

 

clearclear

 

thatthat

 

thesethese

 

sourcessources

 

werewere

 

amplifyingamplifying

 
microwavemicrowave

 

radiationradiation..


 

Masers

 

were

 

then

 

discovered

 

around

 

highly

 

evolved

 

Late type stars; First

 
was

 

OH emission

 

in 1968, then

 

H2O emission

 

in 1969 and SiO emission

 

in 
1974. Masers

 

were

 

also

 

discovered

 

in external

 

galaxies

 

in 1973, and in our 
own solar

 

system

 

in comet

 

halos.


 

AnotherAnother

 

unexpectedunexpected

 

discoverydiscovery

 

waswas

 

mademade

 

in 1982 in 1982 withwith

 

the the discoverydiscovery

 

of of 
emissionemission

 

fromfrom

 

an an extraextra--galacticgalactic

 

sourcesource

 

withwith

 

an an unrivalledunrivalled

 

luminosityluminosity

 

aboutabout

 
106 106 timestimes

 

largerlarger

 

thanthan

 

anyany

 

previousprevious

 

sourcesource. . ThisThis

 

waswas

 

termedtermed

 

a a megamaser 
because

 

of its

 

great

 

luminosity, and many

 

more megamasers

 

have

 

since

 
been

 

discovered.


 

Evidence

 

for

 

an anti-pumped (dasar) sub-thermal

 

populationpopulation

 

in the 4830 in the 4830 
MHzMHz

 

transitiontransition

 

of of formaldehydeformaldehyde

 

(H2CO) (H2CO) waswas

 

observedobserved

 

in 1969 in 1969 byby

 

PalmerPalmer

 
et al.et al.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrophysical_maser#endnote_4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megamaser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dasar








hashas
 the most the most preciseprecise

 thermalthermal
 emissionemission

 spectrumspectrum
 knownknown

 and and 
correspondscorresponds

 to a temperature of to a temperature of 
2.725 2.725 kelvinkelvin

 (K) (K) withwith
 an an emissionemission

 peakpeak
 at 160.2 at 160.2 GHzGHz

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/28/WMAP_2008.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_radiation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_radiation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GHz
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